Reinventing Cities - Houston
Results Phase 1 – List of the Shortlisted Teams

The list below displays the teams that have been shortlisted to proceed to the final phase for the sites proposed by the City of Houston. This list does not indicate all the members of the teams. It only discloses the name of team/project and the names of the team representative, of the architect(s) and of the environmental expert(s).

Holmes Road Landfill

CITIZENS HOLMES ROAD LANDFILL
Team representative: CITIZENS ENTERPRISES CORPORATION
Architect(s): DEPCOM POWER, INC
Environmental expert(s): HDR ENGINEERING, INC

SUNNYSIDE ENERGY
Team representative: WOLFE ENERGY LLC
Architect(s): EDF RENEWABLES DISTRIBUTED SOLUTIONS INC
Environmental expert(s): IKON ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS, LP

YES, IN MY BACKYARD!
Team representative: PATTERN DEVELOPMENT
Environmental expert(s): PATTERN RENEWABLES 2 LP

ENGIE
Team representative: ENGIE DEVELOPMENT, LLC

STRATA
Team representative: TVK
Architect(s): TVK / TOLILA + GILLILAND / D.I.R.T. STUDIO
Environmental expert(s): TRANSSOLAR INC

Velasco Incinerator

TEXAS INNOVATES
Team representative: TEXAS INNOVATES
Architect(s): CUBOID GLOBAL LLC
Environmental expert(s): REACTWELL LLC

CYCLUS
Team representative: TVK
Architect(s): TVK / TOLILA + GILLILAND / D.I.R.T. STUDIO
Environmental expert(s): TRANSSOLAR INC